
A full range of ethically sourced
cleaning and janitorial consumables



Positively passionate, consistently
caring and sustainably sound from
beginning to end.

Purely Kind is a brand that we have designed to be eco-friendly, non-toxic and
sustainable.  The products in this range are pure and simple; they get the job done
to the highest of standards and are industry leaders in the cleaning and PPE market.

We aim for absolute sustainability in everything we do.  From our office team to
our delivery drivers, we are always looking to meet our customers’ needs with
minimal environmental impact.

We strongly believe that sustainability isn’t just about meeting current needs. 
Sustainability is about preserving our delicate environment and ensuring that
we are here for many years to come.  With our Purley Kind range, you can keep
you living environment and your conscience clean!



We are constantly setting ourselves targets to improve the sustainability of our 
business.  Below are some of our aims that have already been met.

P  We have met and/or exceeded all applicable government legislation,
local and company environmental, health and safety standards. 

P  We only source and market products manufactured by companies
with specified environmental policies. 

P  We always monitor our operations so that we can identify problem
areas and make changes to reduce pollution. 

P  We recycle correctly and wherever possible to practise recovery of
valuable resources.

ISO9001
Purely Kind is ISO9001 

certified, demonstrating
our ability to provide

products and services 
that meet customer and
regulatory requirements.

ISO14001
ISO14001 certification shows 
our customers and suppliers 
that we constantly monitor 

and maintain our procedures 
to improve efficiency

and reduce waste.

ISO18001 
Purely Kind is also 
ISO18001 certified.

This is the international
standard for H&S

management systems.

FSC®
We are FSC approved;

supporting the responsible 
use of forest resources.

Forest Stewardship Council® 
FSC® Supplier

FSC® Registration Code No. 
TT-COC-006878

PEFC®
Our paper based products 

come from PEFC© certified 
forests, managed with strict 
environmental, social and 
economic requirements.

Registration No.
BMT-PEFC-1657.

TWO SIDES
Purely Kind is part of the 

Two Sides team. This global 
initiative has membership 

across the graphic commu-
nications value chain from 
forest, paper and print to 
recovery and recycling.



White V-Fold 2ply Hand Towels, Case of 4000   PK1010
Dispensed one at a time these excellent hand towels save money and 
maintenance time while also having a luxury feel.  Made from 2 layers 
of fully sustainable tissue paper this product offers high quality and high 
consistency in a case of 4000 luxury towels.

2ply Toilet Roll Pack, 4 Double Rolls   PK1123
This extra soft toilet paper has a luxurious look and feel and offers

superior performance for upmarket washrooms.  Made from 100% 
pure virgin eucalyptus pulp, the paper is wrapped in 100% plant based 
paper packaging making it the ultimate eco-friendly toilet roll option!

2ply Mini Jumbo 150m Toilet Roll, Pack of 12   PK1130
These toilet rolls are ideal for busy washrooms and toilets in

offices, restaurants or cafes.  They yield an extensive length of
150m per roll and are made from fully sustainable tissue paper,

offering high quality and high consistency.

2ply Toilet Paper Bulk Pack, 7500 Sheet   PK1101
To reduce waste these environmentally friendly toilet tissues are

dispensed one sheet at a time and ideal for high-traffic commercial 
washrooms. With 7500 sheets of 2ply fully sustainable tissue paper

in a case, these amazing rolls offer high quality and high consistency.

Paper 

Our paper products are manufactured in Europe from a
high-percentage eucalyptus pulp sourced from sustainably
grown forests.  Using eucalyptus increases the paper bulk
compared to pulp from other tree species, meaning fewer
trees are needed to produce the same quantity of paper.

Our paper products meet the globally recognised Ecolabel
standard as they have been consciously produced with reduced
environmental impact.  With Purely Kind you can rest assured
that the products are manufactured to the highest environmental 
welfare standard without compromising on quality.



2ply Jumbo 350m Toilet Roll, Pack of 6   PK1140
Made from recycled paper these toilet rolls are great value for money
and ideal for use in washroom environments. Produced from fully
sustainable tissue paper these rolls are a total length of 300m each
and offer extremely high quality and consistency.

2ply 100m White Centrefeed Rolls, Pack of 6   PK1210
Produced from recycled and sustainably-sourced tissue paper, these 
rolls are the perfect solution for washroom environments.  These rolls 
offer high quality and high consistency, and are manufactured with a 
reduced carbon footprint.

2ply 100m Blue Centrefeed Rolls, Pack of 6   PK1211
Ideal for mopping up spillages and for wiping your hands, this 
advanced wiping paper is eco-friendly and offers quick absorption 
with added strength.  The paper is FSC Accredited, features
embossed sheets and is compatible with our Purely dispensers.



Cleaning Liquids 

Unlike conventional cleaning products, the Purely Kind range 
of cleaning liquids have been created using safe, non-toxic 
and biodegradable ingredients, all manufactured to meet the 
ISO 14001 Standard.

We insist that products in the range are free from phosphates 
and chlorine and we carefully select plant-based ingredients 
that give maximum results when cleaning, while minimising
damage to our environment.

Pro-Biotic Washroom Cleaner 750ml Trigger   PK2000
Perfect for cleaning and combating odours in all environments, this 
product is safe to use in food areas thanks to its excellent natural 
ingredients.  Suitable for use on walls, tiles, grout, basins, urinals etc, 
it eradicates organic soiling and odour problems and is suitable for
use in conjunction with biological waste management systems.

Orange Multi Surface Cleaner 750ml Trigger   PK2100
Featuring an orange fragrance for ultimate freshness this multi 
surface cleaner kills 99.9% of bacteria in one quick application! 

Carefully chosen ingredients ensure that this product effectively
accomplishes the task of removing stubborn dirt marks and heavy 

grease without harming our environment.

Orange Multi Surface Cleaner Degreaser 5L Concentrate   PK2105
Featuring an orange fragrance for ultimate freshness this

cleaner degreaser kills 99.9% of bacteria in one quick application! 
Carefully chosen ingredients ensure that this product effectively

accomplishes the task of removing stubborn dirt marks and heavy 
grease without harming our environment.

Purely Kind Lemon Washing Up Liquid 1L   PK4400
This lemon fragranced washing up liquid is manufactured to ISO 14001 

Standard and is suitable for cleaning floors, walls, cutlery, worktops, 
vinyl and cloth upholstery, vehicles and all light duty hand washing.



Water Soluable Capsules

An eco-friendly range of pre-dosed, concentrated surface
cleaning products, encapsulated in fully water-soluble 
capsules. Save money, save time and reduce waste,
without compromising on high standards of cleanliness.

This market-leading innovation couldn’t be simpler to use!
Paired with our recycled, fully reusable bottle and trigger
spray combination, this product guarantees the highest
of ethical standards.

Neutral Floor Cleaner, 10 Capsules   PK2220
For the regular cleaning of polished floors and sensitive surfaces, this 
product effectively cleans without causing damage to surfaces, or 
reducing the shine on polished floors and leaves a clean, fresh feel.

Virucidal Cleaner, 2 or 10 Capsules   PK2300/PK2301
Independently tested to EN1276, EN14476 and EN13697, this anti-viral 
surface cleaner is suitable for use on all surfaces and in food safe areas 

where hygiene is paramount.  Suitable for deep cleaning purposes to 
minimise the spread of infection.

Fragranced Kitchen Sanitiser, 10 Capsules   PK2305
A versatile sanitiser cleaner for use in all food areas where 

hygiene concerns are paramount. Independently tested 
to EN1276 giving a 99.999% germ kill.

Bio Washroom Cleaner, 2 or 10 Capsules   PK2004/PK2005
This washroom cleaner is for use in all areas including walls, doors,

toilets, urinals, basins and showers.  It will remove limescale, daily-use 
stains and dirt, whilst also significantly reducing odour.  Use with the 

Daily Toilet Cleaner Capsules for a complete washroom solution.

REFILL
DON’T
LANDFILL



Glass Cleaner, 2 or 10 Capsules   PK2400/PK2401
This glass cleaner dries quickly and without residue or fragrance.
It works with any clean cloth and is suitable for use on glazing, 
mirrors, glass panels and other reflective surfaces.

Daily Toilet Cleaner, 2 or 10 Capsules   PK2020/PK2021
This daily use cleaner is for internal sanitaryware and is suitable
for use on porcelain, steel and ceramic surfaces.



Waste Sacks

The Purely Kind range of waste sacks are manufactured from 
recycled cable insulation, an extremely strong, sustainable 
material.  Available in black and clear, these products are ideal 
for both professional and domestic use.

Medium Duty Black Sacks, Box of 200   PS3000
Strong and durable, these sacks are ideal for jobs such as light
building work and garden waste disposal. Perfect for everyday
medium duty waste, suitable for holding up to 10kg.

Extra/Heavy Duty Black Sacks, Box of 200   PS3001/PS3002
Strong, versatile and durable, these sacks will stand the test of
most jobs including building work and garden waste disposal.

Available as either heavy duty or extra heavy duty and with a total
capacity of either 15kg or 20kg, these sacks ideal for general waste.

Medium Duty Clear Sacks Roll, Box of 200   PS3005
These sacks are for ideal for everyday medium duty recyclable
waste. With all contents visible, sorting and disposing of waste

has never been easier!  4 rolls of 50 sacks.

Heavy Duty Clear Sacks, Box of 200   PS3006
With a highly resistant design, these sacks ensure waste is 

securely held and viewed to allow easy sorting and disposal.



Wipes & Cloths

Our Purley Kind wipes and cloths are produced to have 
minimal environmental impact, without compromising
their performance.  We have reduced any hazardous
elements to make these products compostable whilst
also ensuring they are durable so that they can be used
many times before disposal.

Eco Multipurpose Wiping Cloths, Pack of 25   PK8520/21/22/23
Ideal for large spills or general cleaning tasks, these cloths comply

with EN1186 and are foodsafe.  Available in 4 colours, the cloths
absorb up to 10 times their own weight. Biodegradeable and

compostable, these cloths come in recyclable packaging.

Pure Water Baby Wipes, Pack of 56   PK5200
Made with skin loving natural fibres that gently clean and protect
 delicate skin, these wipes are perfect for any baby, child or adult. 

Extremely durable, they are proven to be purer than cotton wool and 
water and contain 0% artificial fragrance so are ideal for sensitive skin.




